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Keywords
ASSEMBLAGE: a constellation of a multitude of component parts, with the interactions 
of those parts resulting in a new kind of relation. As Manuel DeLanda writes, “a component 
part of an assemblage may be detached from it and plugged into a different assemblage in 
which its interactions are different” (10). An assemblage is usually more contingent, more 
heterogeneous, than, say, a “totality” or “unity.” An ecosystem (or part of one: flower and 
insect) is an assemblage, for example, and so is an essay, a book, or a body of literature. See 
Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, and Manuel DeLanda, A New Philosophy of 
Society.

CIRCULATION: the sharing of writing and ideas among a class group or broader com-
munity; the circulation of work is a critical component of producing new knowledge through 
writing. 

COLLABORATION: (1) working together in peer groups, small sections, or a full class 
to produce new ideas and projects (2) a purpose of all writing: students’ work is part of the 
university and thus is broadly collaborative in nature. Stressing collaboration pushes back 
against the idea of writing as a lonely or singular task. Joseph Harris explains: “The goal of 
writing is NOT to have the final word on a subject, to bring the discussion to a close, but 
to push it forward, to say something new, something that seems to call for further talk and 
writing.” 

COMMUNITY: a group of individuals collaborating together to provide support and to 
discuss and develop projects, ideas, and conversations. “Community” operates in several 
modes: the academic community, comprised not only of members of the academy but also 
of critical texts, the community of the classroom, and discourse communities, comprised 
of shared understanding of a particular way of communicating. The First-Year Writing 
program encourages student-led discussion in order to foster community in First-Year 
Writing classrooms and to develop a discourse community for each particular course.

COMPOSITION: we think of the work of composition in two dimensions—what happens 
in our classrooms and how our classrooms lend themselves to national and international 
conversations about college writing. Composition is not only textual productions of ideas, 
but also the multimodal rendering of reading, thinking, and writing. Composition suggests 
a “compositing” of materials, the bringing together of heterogeneous pieces to new ends. 
Additionally, our courses operate within a national/international professional organization. 
The Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC), and its flagship 
journal College Composition and Communication (CCC) “supports and promotes the teaching 
and study of college composition and communication” (CCCC Mission Statement).

CONTRIBUTION: rather than thinking of student writing as simply reproducing “truth” 
or demonstrating knowledge of various topics, we encourage an approach to student work 
that focuses on students finding a stake in the texts, testing and exploring the terms and 
implications of others’ work and texts, and adding something new to classroom and aca-
demic discussions, conversations, and communities. Contributions in First-Year Writing 
typically emerge out of collaborative engagement with texts and writing projects.
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CONVERSATION: in this program we consider writing a method by which to enter into 
a conversation, defined broadly as a shared critical exploration among peers, other texts, 
and communities. Conversations in the FYW classroom include both literal conversations 
in which students share ideas, projects, and suggestions and the act of writing as a response 
or contribution to an ongoing academic question or topic. 

CREATIVITY: we encourage creativity by supporting unique projects that contribute 
new knowledge or a fresh perspective to subject matter and emphasizing diverse teaching 
strategies. Creativity often springs from the gaps that emerge between what we are able to 
say and what we want to say—both in our writing and our teaching. 

CRITICAL READING: a reading practice that goes beyond reading solely for under-
standing and engages with the text on a deeper level, examining the writing style, prose 
techniques, and the relationship of the piece to the course conversation and/or broader 
scholarly contexts. 

CRITICAL THINKING: from the WPA Outcomes Statement: “Critical thinking is the 
ability to analyze, synthesize, interpret, and evaluate ideas, information, situations, and 
texts. When writers think critically about the materials they use—whether print texts, 
photographs, data sets, videos, or other materials—they separate assertion from evidence, 
evaluate sources and evidence, recognize and evaluate underlying assumptions, read across 
texts for connections and patterns, identify and evaluate chains of reasoning, and compose 
appropriately qualified and developed claims.”

FRAME AND CASE/LENS AND ARTIFACT: a move in academic writing where 
writers use specific concepts or terms from a critical text in order to analyze a text or loca-
tion of interest (see also: text). In First-Year Writing, we encourage instructors to assist 
students in not only applying the critical text to a case, but also extending the framework 
in order to open up possibility.

FURTHER AND/OR EXTEND: these terms refer to students working productively 
with a text while also working beyond the limits of the text, or exploring what the text may 
bracket out, in order to open up future possibilities for inquiry. These terms may also refer 
to furthering or extending a conversation by locating new sites. Students may “extend,” for 
example, a term used by a text by altering it so that it may work in a different site than the 
one originally indicated by the text. For some instructors, “further” may refer to students 
working within a text to push its argument to encompass more, while “extend” may refer 
to students locating sites outside the text that the text can be ‘extended’ to address. See also: 
Harris’ definition of “extending” in Rewriting.

GENRE: composed of conventions or formal rules and informal guidelines, such as struc-
ture, paragraph, tone, and mechanics. As Bakhtin explains, “a genre lives in the present, 
but always remembers its past, its beginning. Genre is a representative of creative memory 
in the process of literary development.” In First-Year Writing, we typically resist prescrip-
tive discussions of genre, instead encouraging instructors and students to explore the limits 
and uses of various genres for different cases and situations and to consider why or how 
those conventions emerged. 
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INFORMATION LITERACY: a knowledge of how to navigate digital materials as well 
as a familiarity with methods for evaluating and making use of sources of all types.

INQUIRY: making use of texts to contribute to and intervene in ongoing critical conver-
sations. We also use “inquiry” to refer to the specific focus of a semester-long course or a 
scholarly question that could be developed. In FYW, “inquiry” is not synonymous with 
“question” but rather suggests a rounded exploration of a particular topic or idea using 
various texts, sources, and methods. 

INTELLECTUAL WORK: the project of this course, intellectual work is how we define 
the general thinking, reading, and writing done in the FYW classroom. This is not limited 
to the writing of papers, but also applies to shorter assignments and in-class discussion: our 
goal is to see each component of this course as work guided towards a thoughtful inquiry 
of a chosen subject. Intellectual work also incorporates the “Cs” above. 

LIMIT: what a text cannot or does not address or account for, or a hidden assumption in 
a text that a reader may find obstructive for future inquiries. Recognizing texts’ limits allows 
students to find locations to further or extend the conversation, while simultaneously leaving 
room for students to acknowledge the texts’ uses as a starting point.

MAPPING: finding ways to mark the places in the text that can lead to new work. “Maps 
themselves are like laboratories where experimentations on tracings are set in interaction. 
Thus, here the map is opposed to the structure; it can open itself in all its dimensions; it 
can also be ripped apart; it can be adapted to all kinds of assemblies” (Guattari, Machinic 
Unconscious) 

MODE: the manner by which information is presented or conveyed (example: prose). 

MODELING: work where the class encounters and discusses particular composition and 
thinking strategies prior to times where they may use those strategies for formal writing 
assignments. Modeling encourages student-led class discourse about a particular strategy 
or topic without the instructor prescriptively telling students what to do or how to do it. 
For instance, if a writing assignment asks students to work with a film, the class may engage 
in student-led discussion about ways to think and write about film through discussion about 
a particular scene in class. Modeling also refers to the instructor themselves using the 
strategies they would like to see students consider—such as an instructor leaving the kinds 
of comments for students that they want students to consider leaving for their peers during 
peer review.

MULTIMODAL: making use of various modes (visual, aural, written, language, gestures, 
etc) as well as their interaction in order to explore a scholarly inquiry. Multimodal assign-
ments may include textual resources, web sites, news articles, music videos, art, and films, 
among many other sources. Multimodal literacy can add to students’ inquiry projects by 
representing different forms of discourse and sources of conversation. (See: Carey Jewitt 
and Gunther Kress, Multimodal Literacy, 2003) 

PROJECT: a critical writing process that fosters discussion, challenges thinking, and 
proposes new knowledge. Each assignment may be considered a “project,” and the course 
itself can be viewed as a semester-long “project” aimed towards a specific area of inquiry. 
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REFLECTIVE WRITING: writing that asks students to consider their own writing 
process during or after the writing of an assignment. They may also think about the role of 
their writing project in a larger context such as the course as a whole or the university 
community. 

RENDERING: with its etymological meaning of “giving back” or “giving over,” render-
ing suggests both a responsible engagement with (and presentation of) a text and an inven-
tive recasting of its materials in new contexts. More than mere summary, a rendering of a 
text suggests both a fidelity to a text and an acknowledgement of how that text is altered 
and refigured in new use. 

SITE: a location for inquiry, one discovered or developed by a writer for the purposes of 
opening up a space for future exploration surrounding a topic, issue, or conversation.

SEMINAR: a course focusing on a specific inquiry that centers on primarily student-led 
discussion, with the instructor acting as a guide who selects the texts and inquiry for the 
course rather than a lecturer imparting knowledge. Seminars also typically involve an 
emphasis on writing projects. Joseph Harris writes that the work of the seminar “directs 
students back to their own work in progress” and illustrates “a range of possibilities” by 
pointing to interesting moments or raising questions without suggesting that there is one 
main idea or truth to distill from the texts, or one way to approach a particular issue in 
writing.

TEXT: anything that could be analyzed and explored in the context of a scholarly inquiry 
or project. This could include readings, films, graphic novels, buildings, ads, etc.

THE ACADEMY: refers to the academic community comprised of people engaging in 
academic work, academic and/or scholarly texts, and academic discourse. David Bartholo-
mae writes that “our students … have to appropriate (or be appropriated by) a specialized 
discourse” and students must “invent the university” each time they write for a course. This 
writing works within “mysterious” rules and conventions governed by various fields within 
the academy.

Writing Moves
1. COMING TO TERMS

Re-presenting others’ work in fair and useful ways.

• Define project in own terms

• Note keywords and key passages

• Assess uses and limits of approach

2. FORWARDING

Taking terms/concepts from others’ work and applying them to new texts/situations.

• Illustrating – using a text to think about your subject, representing it to show how it 
illustrates your point
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• Authorizing – invoking the status/expertise of another writer to support your thinking. 
An appeal for authority.

• Borrowing – drawing on others’ ideas/terms to use in thinking through your subject

• Extending – putting your own spin on borrowed terms and concepts, adding to their 
range of meaning.

3. COUNTERING

Rethinking or qualifying, developing your own work through the problems and limits of 
others’

• Arguing the other side – attaching positive value to something denigrated or negative 
value to something applauded

• Uncovering values – “surfacing” ideas or terms left undefined, unnoticed assumptions

• Dissenting – identifying a shared line of thought across texts in order to note its limits

4. TAKING AN APPROACH

Put to use others’ mode(s) of working on a new issue or set of texts.

• Acknowledging influences

• Turning an approach on itself

• Reflect on the choices you’ve made in your own work

Terms adapted from: Harris, Joseph. Rewriting: How to Do Things With Texts. Boulder: 
University of Colorado Press, 2006. Print.
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Websites and Quick Resources
Advising for Undergraduates

• http://advising.uconn.edu/

Breastfeeding at work

• http://worklife.uconn.edu/family/breastfeeding.html

• Austin 236 is the Nursing Mothers’ Office.

Campus Map

• http://maps.uconn.edu/

Campus Security

• http://police.uconn.edu/

Center for Academic Programs

• http://www.cap.uconn.edu/

• The Center for Academic Programs houses three major federal educational opportuni-
ty programs, also known as “TRIO” programs, whose primary purpose is to prepare 
low income and/or first generation students to college backgrounds for successful entry, 
retention, and completion of post-secondary education. 

• Student Support Services provides academic support for selected high school graduates 
who enter the University of Connecticut. There is a pre-collegiate summer program as 
well as an academic support program during the academic year. 

• The ConnCAP Program works with high school students from Hartford and Williman-
tic who have the potential for higher education. The program’s goals are to help students 
graduate from high school, enter college, and graduate with a four-year degree.

• Educational Talent Search works with middle and high school students in New Haven 
and Willimantic who have the potential for post-secondary education and encourages 
them to continue in and graduate from secondary schools and to enroll in programs of 
postsecondary education.

Center for Students with Disabilities

• http://www.csd.uconn.edu/

• This office offers assistance to students with documented disabilities. Staff members 
help students determine which services are appropriate to their individual needs, and 
then help make arrangements for such accommodations. Students who wish to receive 
any special accommodations or services (such as extra time for an exam, for example) 
must go through this office, and it is the student’s responsibility to make contact with 
the program. Teaching assistants should be as responsive as possible to the needs of 
students with disabilities, but any requests for special accommodation must be issued 
by this office (rather than by the student directly).
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Connecticut Writing Project

• http://www.cwp.uconn.edu/

Counseling/Mental Health

• Counseling & Mental Health Services (CMHS), http://www.cmhs.uconn.edu/

• Humphrey Clinic for Individual, Couple, and Family Therapy, http://familystudies.
uconn.edu/centers/humphrey/index.html

• Coping with Grief and Loss, http://worklife.uconn.edu/family/coping_with_grief.html 

• Suicide Prevention, www.suicideprevention.uconn.edu)

Counseling Program for Intercollegiate Athletes

• http://www.cpia.uconn.edu/

• All student athletes are assigned athletic counselors through UConn’s Counseling 
Program of Intercollegiate Athletes (CPIA). CPIA usually contacts the English instructors 
of their student athletes at least once a semester. CPIA counselors are a helpful resource for 
both our students and us. 

Creative Writing Program

• http://creativewriting.uconn.edu/

Cultural Centers

• Hillel Student Organization, https://uconntact.uconn.edu/organization/hillel

• Muslim Student Association (MSA), https://uconntact.uconn.edu/organization/uco-
nnmsa

• Christian Students on Campus (CSOC), https://uconntact.uconn.edu/organization/
christianstudentsoncampus

• Rainbow Center, http://rainbowcenter.uconn.edu/.

• African-American Center, http://www.aacc.uconn.edu/

• Native American Cultural Society, http://www.nacs.uconn.edu/

• Puerto Rican Latin American Cultural Center, http://www.latino.uconn.edu/

• Asian American Cultural Center, http://www.asacc.uconn.edu/

• Women’s Center, http://www.womenscenter.uconn.edu/

Dean of Students 

• http://dos.uconn.edu/

• The Dean of Students Office serves as an advocate for students and as a centralized 
resource for connecting students with appropriate university and community programs, 
offices and individuals. The office supports students in resolving educational, personal 
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and other university concerns that affect the quality of their academic or community 
life and personal goals.

Google Docs Education and Support

• https://support.google.com/drive/?hl=en#topic=

Parking Services

• http://park.uconn.edu/

Physical Health Services

• Student Health Services, http://www.shs.uconn.edu/index.html

• Planned Parenthood of Southern New England (PPSNE), http://www.plannedparent-
hood.org/ppsne/

• Sexual Violence Awareness, http://sexualviolence.uconn.edu/index.html

HuskyCT 

• https://lms.uconn.edu/

• HuskyCT is an online Blackboard site. To activate the HuskyCT site for your FYW 
class, follow these steps:

 » Log into PeopleSoft (http://studentadmin.uconn.edu/).

 » Select “Self Service” and then open the Faculty Center.

 » Click on the “HuskyCT Sections” tab.

 » Click the link for the current term (i.e., Fall 2016).

 » Select the checkbox for your section (this should be only section displayed).

 » Click the “Submit” button. Click “OK” on the dialogue box that pops up.

 » You will receive a confirmation email, and the HuskyCT site should be up by the 
next business day. If you need any help, you can contact the Instructional Resource 
Center at irchelp@uconn.edu or 486-5052.

Library and Information Literacy

• Homer Babbidge Library, http://www.lib.uconn.edu/

• Document Delivery/Interlibrary Loan Services, udoc@lib.uconn.edu 

• English Department Library Liaison, richard.bleiler@uconn.edu 

• Reserve Services, http://www.lib.uconn.edu/services/reserve/

Mandated Reporting Guidelines

• http://titleix.uconn.edu/offer-support/as-a-uconn-faculty-or-staff-member/ 

• As a UConn employee, you have an obligation under the Policy Against Discrimination, 
Harassment, and Related Interpersonal Violence to advise the Office of Diversity and 
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Equity if you witness or receive a report of a sexual assault. Please familiarize yourself 
with the Policy regarding this duty and to determine if you fall within the narrow 
exceptions to this policy (such as medical doctors, nurses and licensed health care cli-
nicians). The FAQ will provide further explanation of this policy.

• Inform the student early in your conversation that while your conversation will be 
private, it will not be confidential, given your status as a Responsible Employee. The 
University takes these matters very seriously and after your conversation, you will be 
calling an office that can help, the Office of Diversity and Equity (ODE). If you are a 
Campus Security Authority (CSA), you also will be calling UConn Police. The person 
disclosing will have choices after that about whether to talk with ODE or Police or 
engage with any other offices—that will be their decision.

• The What to do When a Student Reports Sexual Violence, Relationship Violence and/or 
Stalking document outlines the process and provides resources for assisting students and fulfill-
ing the University’s reporting requirements for employees: http://titleix.uconn.edu/wp-content/
uploads/sites/1417/2016/01/What-to-do-Flyer-FINAL-1-28-16.pdf

• http://policy.uconn.edu/2016/03/29/protection-of-minors-and-reporting-of-child-abuse-
and-neglect-policy/

• Pursuant to state law, all University employees (except student employees) are Mandat-
ed Reporters of Child Abuse and/or Child Neglect and must comply with the report-
ing requirements in Connecticut’s mandated reporting laws (Connecticut General 
Statutes Sections 17a-101a to 17a-101d). Connecticut state law requires that reports of 
known or suspected child abuse or neglect be made orally, as soon as possible, but no 
later than 12 hours to law enforcement or the Department of Children and Families 
(DCF), and followed up in writing within 48 hours. DCF’s 24-hour hotline for report-
ing suspected Child Abuse or Child Neglect is (800) 842-2288, and additional guidance 
on these reporting requirements may be found here: http://www.ct.gov/dcf/cwp/view.
asp?a=2556&Q=314384. 

Office of Community Standards

• http://community.uconn.edu/

• You can contact OCS for issues of Academic Misconduct. In general, we suggest talking 
to the First-Year Writing Office before going directly to OCS.

Office of Diversity and Equity

• http://ode.uconn.edu/

• The Office of Diversity and Equity (ODE) ensures the University’s commitment and 
responsibility to foster diverse and inclusive working and learning environments. Their 
work focuses on ensuring compliance with the University’s non-discrimination policies 
and also state and federal laws and regulations related to equal opportunity and affir-
mative action, including American with Disabilities Act Compliance, affirmative action, 
discrimination, diversity, education and training, search process compliance, Title IX 
compliance, and sexual violence awareness.
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Ombuds

• http://www.ombuds.uconn.edu/ 

• The UConn Ombuds serves as a neutral resource who provides confidential and infor-
mal assistance to members of the campus community. The Ombuds Office was established 
to provide a confidential, neutral resource for staff, faculty, and graduate students to 
express concerns, identify options to address workplace conflicts, facilitate productive 
communication, and surface responsible concerns regarding university policies and 
practices. Our Ombuds is Jim Wohl, and his office is on the second floor Homer Bab-
bidge Library.

PeopleSoft

• http://studentadmin.uconn.edu/

Policy on Amorous Relationships

• http://policy.uconn.edu/2015/12/29/policy-against-discrimination-harassment-and-re-
lated-interpersonal-violence/

• Graduate Students: With respect to graduate students (including but not limited to 
Master’s, Law, Doctoral, and any other post-baccalaureate students), all faculty and 
staff are prohibited from pursuing or engaging in an amorous relationship with a grad-
uate student under that individual’s authority. Situations of authority include, but are 
not limited to: teaching; formal mentoring or advising; supervision of research and 
employment of a student as a research or teaching assistant; exercising substantial re-
sponsibility for grades, honors, or degrees; and involvement in disciplinary action related 
to the student. Students and faculty/staff alike should be aware that pursuing or en-
gaging in an amorous relationship with any graduate student will limit the faculty or 
staff member’s ability to teach, mentor, advise, direct work, employ and promote the 
career of the student involved with him or her in an amorous relationship.

• Graduate Students in Positions of Authority: Like faculty and staff members, graduate 
students may themselves be in a position of authority over other students, for example, 
when serving as a teaching assistant in a course or when serving as a research assistant 
and supervising other students in research. The power difference inherent in such re-
lationships means that any amorous relationship between a graduate student and another 
student over whom they have authority is potentially exploitative and should be avoided. 
All graduate students currently or previously engaged in an amorous relationship with 
another student are prohibited from serving in a position of authority over that student. 
Graduate students also should be sensitive to the continuous possibility that they may 
unexpectedly be placed in a position of responsibility for another student’s instruction 
or evaluation.

Student Care Team

• http://studentcareteam.uconn.edu/

• The Student Care Team is a multidisciplinary team that meets regularly to evaluate 
behaviors by University students that are perceived to be threatening, harming or 
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disruptive to the student, to others or to both and coordinate an appropriate response. 
The Student Care Team does NOT respond directly to emergencies. Call 911 if you 
need emergency services.

Title IX

• http://titleix.uconn.edu/get-help/

Writing Center

• Writing Center, http://www.writingcenter.uconn.edu/
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Policies, resources, and saMPles
SET Course Evaluations

The Office of Institutional Research administrates university course evaluations, which are 
now online. During the last two weeks of the semester prior to exam week, students will 
be able to access their evaluations via a link on HuskyCT (also sent to them via email). 
Despite the fact that students can fill the evaluations anywhere, OIR has found that there 
is a higher response rate if your provide in-class time (69% vs. 49%). You will need to an-
nounce this in advance so students can bring electronic devices; students can even do them 
on a smartphone.

Students will evaluate instructors on presentation of material, organization, the clarity and 
relevance of stated objectives for the course, how well an instructor stimulates interest, how 
fair they grade, how accessible, interested and prepared they are. Students will evaluate the 
course as separate from the instructor. Students will also respond to short answer prompts 
on the most and least effective aspects of an instructor’s teaching. Instructors can add 
questions of their own via the OIR website the week before the evaluations commence; you 
will receive an email from OIR with directions.

Instructors receive a copy via email of the tabulated results as well as a summary report of 
student ratings for the University and student ratings by course level. If you do not receive 
your evaluations within five weeks from the submission of grades, check your junk mail 
folder to ensure that the evaluations were not incorrectly sorted. If the evaluations are not 
in your junk mail, contact Cheryl Williams at (860) 486-1910. The Director of First-Year 
Writing receives a copy of all evaluations and reviews them as a check on the First-Year 
Writing program as a whole. Student evaluations are not used punitively. Instructors are 
encouraged to read student evaluations diagnostically and to consult with the Directors 
about questions or concerns.
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Midterm Course Evaluations

At any time, an instructor may administer evaluations of their own design to students to 
be complete anonymously. Additionally, the First-Year Writing program may ask instructors 
to administer evaluations that ask students to assess the program as a whole or particular 
aspects of it.

Sample Handout: Mid-Semester Course Evaluation

Please answer the following questions seriously, thoughtfully, and in full sentences. My 
goal in giving this evaluation is to catch any problems that may have arisen and make sure 
the second half of the semester is as useful to you all as possible.

1. How did you see your own writing coming into the course? Has your sense of yourself 
as an academic writer changed?

2. Reflect on our first unit: reading [ ] and writing about [ ]. What aspects of this unit 
were useful to your development as a writer? What could be improved?

3. Reflect on our current unit: reading [ ] and writing about [ ]. Same questions as in #2.

4. Taking into account that we MUST total 25 revised essay pages by the end of the se-
mester, how do you find the pacing of the course? Consider the lead-up assignments, 
reading load, time spent on each paper, etc. Do you have any practical suggestions for 
improvement?

5. Consider the way we spend class time: full-class discussion of readings, full-class 
discussion of aspects of writing, grammar team activities, small-group discussions, 
small-group workshops, partner workshops. What’s been most helpful so far? What 
should we spend more time doing?

6. If we think of this course as a collaborative effort—I offer you as much knowledge and 
assistance as I can, and you try to get as much out of the experience as possible—is 
there anything else I should know about or consider for the second half of the course?
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Sample Handout: Mid-Semester Assessment

We have reached the halfway point of the semester in this Seminar on Academic Writing, 
so I would like you to take a moment to think about both elements of this course—the 
seminar (the format of the course) and academic writing (the thing we are practicing and 
learning about).
ACADEMIC WRITING

1. How would you, today, define academic writing?

2. What was new or unexpected about what you’ve learned of academic writing?

3. What would you like to practice, learn about, or do with your academic writing that 
we have not yet done?

SEMINAR

1. What kinds of work (activities, materials, etc.) in class and outside of class help the 
most with your writing?

2. What do we do in class that is not helpful to you?

3. What would you like the course to address that has not been addressed yet?

[Use the back of this sheet for any additional concerns, requests, or ideas]

Sample Handout: Mid-Semester “Check-In”

Please help me understand what you’ve learned, what’s been helpful in that learning, and 
what else you might still need. Your responses are anonymous and voluntary, but your 
contributions will help me fine tune our work here to fit the particular needs of the class.

1. You probably came into this class with some ideas about what “academic writing” meant. 
What has changed in the time since you’ve been in class? What have been the most 
significant things that caused those first impressions to change?

2. What has helped you learn best?

3. What questions do you still have about academic writing?
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Students in Distress and CMHS

The University has created a Faculty and Staff Guide for assisting students in need. It can 
be found online: http://www.dos.uconn.edu/helping_students/index.html. This site has 
resources on responding to student emergencies, students in emotional or physical distress, 
or with other problems.

Having a “student in distress” is part of the everyday reality of teaching. All of these 18- to 
21-year-olds have “stuff” going on in their lives just like we do, and sometimes that stuff 
will surface in our classes because of resonance with class material, interference with atten-
dance, or emotional/mental overflow. It is important to remember that, as instructors of 
English 1010/1011, we might be the first (or in some cases only) point of contact for a student 
in crisis. With only 20–22 students in each section, our course might be the only course 
some students take in their first two years at UConn in which the instructor even knows 
their name. Because of this, we might also be the only ones who could notice if a student 
is struggling with something beyond their ability to deal with. With this in mind, we have 
an incredible and weighty opportunity to be sensitive to what our students are experiencing 
and help point them toward the resources they need to succeed and survive.

What might that look like? Sometimes it might simply mean being a listening ear and 
offering an extension on an assignment. Struggles back home, the loss of a friend, court 
and health fall-out from a car accident—these things can take a major toll emotionally and 
mentally, and might mean that four extra days to work on an essay could make or break a 
student’s ability to keep up. Sometimes a student needs far more than just an extension, 
though. One FYW student, Rosalind, came to talk to her instructor after the class had 
discussed a particularly troubling literary text about domestic violence. It turned out that 
text had brought to the surface for her a lot of childhood trauma she hadn’t sorted through 
yet. As Rosalind talked through her essay, it became apparent to her instructor that there 
were ongoing and deeply troubling situations in the young woman’s life, including self-de-
structive habits and relationships, the stress of freshman year, and her past trauma, and 
sorting through these things on her own was clearly not working.

That’s where Counseling & Mental Health Services (CMHS) comes in. We as instructors 
are trained to teach, to talk about writing and literature, to help our students in the classroom, 
but we are not trained to give our students the mental health care they need when dealing 
with self-destructive behaviors, major trauma, depression, suicidal thoughts, or even just 
the crazy pressures of young adulthood. However, the incredible staff at CMHS are trained 
for these things. Rosalind was afraid to take the step to go ask for help, but knew she needed 
to. Her instructor did some research, pulled together info from the CMHS website that 
she would want to look at, and told her exactly how to set up an appointment. And finally, 
she did it—and began getting the help she needed.

Distress of various kinds is a reality for our students, and we need to be attuned to the signs. 
It’s okay to go “above and beyond” our job description and be a listening ear, and good to 
remember that we might be the only ones able to do so. We also need to know our limits 
and know when to send our students to the experts. Sometimes, sending them means 
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walking with them over to CMHS or making a phone call for them. Sometimes, making 
that phone call could save a life.

What You Can Do for a Student in Distress

It’s really only three things overall:

1. Recognize that a student is in distress: Know the typical signs of distress.

2. Share your concern: Have the confidence to tell the student about your observations 
and your concerns.

3. Know your campus resources and make the referral: You have the role to identify distress 
and share your concerns. You do not have to fix or solve: Make the referral to campus 
resources for this.

Recognizing that a Student Is In Distress

UConn encourages and supports staff and faculty decisions to respond to students in distress. 
Students in distress can display behaviors that pose a threat to self or others. Such behaviors 
can include:

• Suicidal gestures, intentions, or attempts

• Other behavior posing a threat to the student (e.g., self-injury, drug abuse, alcohol 
poisoning, vandalism)

• Threats or aggression toward others

• Demonstrated inability to care for oneself

When considering whether a student is in distress, think about two fundamental things:

• Trust Your Intuition: If you think something is wrong, it more than likely is

• Significant Changes in Behavior, Mood, and Attitude: Students who are in distress 
exhibit noticeable changes in their usual ways of behaving. Common types of behavior, 
mood, and attitude change include:

 » Anxiety, depression, unmanageable anger/irritableness

 » Isolation

 » Excessive stress

 » Excessive worries

 » Notably elevated or decreased mood (mania or depression)

 » Suspected alcohol and/or drug abuse

 » Disruptive behaviors and peer conflicts

 » Fatigue and social withdrawal
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 » Threatening and/or aggressive behavior to self and/or others

 » Signs of inability to care for self

 » Indications of self-destructive thoughts (verbalized, written)

Share Your Concern

WHAT TO DO:

• Discuss your concerns privately with the student.

• Enlist the help of someone else so you aren’t handling things alone.

• Be willing to consider flexible academic arrangements (e.g., extensions, changing due 
dates, and so on).

• Seek consultation from colleagues and campus resources.

• Recognize there is a power differential between you and your student.

• Document all interactions for your records.

WHAT TO SAY:

• Remain calm and share your concern directly

 » “I am worried about you and am quite interested in hearing about anything that may 
be bothering you. Can you tell me about what’s going on?”

 » “Share with me what may be bothering you, and then let’s decide what options there 
might be.”

• Listen carefully and validate the student’s feelings and experience

 » “It is very difficult, tiring, and distressing to feel this upset so often.”

• Be supportive and express concern

 » “That you are feeling this badly concerns me greatly, and I am glad you told me about 
it.”

• Set limits if necessary

 » “Let’s talk about what is upsetting you, but I want to be clear that we both have to 
do this without getting angry. Otherwise we shouldn’t continue this today and should 
plan for another time.”

• Discuss clearly and concisely a plan of action

 » “I know anxiety doesn’t get better as long as it is a secret and is not actively respond-
ed to. Counseling can really make a difference.”

WHAT NOT TO DO:

• Overwhelm the student with complicated procedural and legal options
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• Agree to inappropriate requests

• Ignore behaviors disruptive to other students

• Feel obligated to personally take on the care of a student

• Feel manipulated or intimidated

• Assume others know about the student’s concerns

• Shame, blame, or guilt the student

• Display aggressive behaviors (e.g., raising your voice, getting physical, and so on).

• Staying in a situation in which you feel physically unsafe

• Lecture the student about poor judgment

WHAT NOT TO SAY:

• Argue with the student

 » “No, you are not correct, and I do not agree.”

• Devalue the information presented

 » “It’s not as bad as you think, as at least your grades are good.”

• Downplay the situation

 » “But you are normally so upbeat.”

• Discount the seriousness of the student’s concern

 » “Everyone goes through this, and I am sure you have nothing to worry about.”

• Expect problems to pass

 » “Bad feelings pass and maybe they will for you, so I wouldn’t worry about it.”

• Give overly simple options

 » “If you would just stop doing that, then everything would be fine.”

• Agitate a student by being demanding

 » “You have to do something about yourself and do it soon as you are upsetting every-
one else!”

Know Your Campus Resources and Make the Referral

In many cases of distressed students, faculty, staff, administrators, and families can provide 
adequate help through empathic listening, facilitating open discussion of problems, instill-
ing hope, validating and normalizing concerns, conveying acceptance, giving reassurance, 
and offering basic advice.
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In some cases, however, students need professional help to overcome problems and to resume 
effective functioning. The following signs indicate a student may need such help:

The student

• remains distressed following repeated attempts by you and others to be helpful.

• becomes increasingly isolated, unkempt, irritable, or disconnected.

• academic or social abilities continue to deteriorate.

• behavior reflects increased hopelessness or helplessness.

• shows significant and marked changes in behavior and mood.

Or, you find yourself doing ongoing counseling rather than consulting or advising and you 
feel pulled in directions with which you are uncomfortable.

How to Refer

• Be firm that using campus resources will help.

 » Students may initially resist the idea of telling others, so be caring but firm in your 
judgment that reaching out to campus resources is helpful. Also, be clear about the 
reasons you are concerned.

 » “I am worried about you doing okay in school, and I bring this up really because I 
care about how you are doing and want you to do well here.”

• Know your resources.

 » Be knowledgeable in advance about campus resources. The best referrals are made to 
specific people and/or services.

• Review department websites with the student.

 » Reviewing office websites with the student can make for familiarity and a better 
willingness to seek further assistance (i.e., www.counseling.uconn.edu and www.
suicideprevention.uconn.edu).

• Have the student call from your office.

 » Suggest that the student call to make an appointment to the particular office while 
they are still with you. Offer the use of your phone or call the office yourself while 
the student waits with you.

• Walk the student over.

 » In some situations, walking the student over to the designated office is the kindest 
thing you can do.

• Call for consultation.

 » If you need help in deciding whether or not it is appropriate to make a referral, call 
CMHS and consult (860.486.4705).
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• Ask for a presentation.

 » CMHS is glad to come to your office to speak further regarding referrals and proce-
dures/services. Please call (860) 486-4705 to schedule.

 » CMHS has developed the Students in Distress Workshop which we are more than 
glad to bring to your office, department, or organization. It takes just 90-minutes and 
is VERY helpful in assisting you and your group in further developing the skills and 
confidence to act when you see a student about whom you are concerned. Email Dr. 
Jenn Fox at jenn.fox@uconn.edu go to www.suicideprevention.uconn.edu/training.
html to schedule your workshop today.

If the student requires immediate medical attention or hospitalization or is unmanageable 
(e.g., aggressive, hostile, refusing care), or if you feel directly threatened by a student or feel 
others are at risk, do not hesitate to

• Call Campus Police at 911
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Writing Center
AUST 159 and HBL, Level One
http://www.writingcenter.uconn.edu/
860-486-4387
Director: Tom Deans
Associate Director: Kathleen Tonry
Program Assistant: Margie Ouimette

One of the most useful academics resources on campus for both undergraduate and grad-
uate students alike is the University Writing Center. The writing center tutors are there to 
help you and your students find an approach to a new writing assignment, revise a draft, 
put together a cover letter, and so on. The writing center also holds workshops for both 
undergraduate and graduate students throughout the academic year focused on specific 
topics—writing literature reviews and personal statements, for instance, or understanding 
the articles and subject-verb agreement in English for second language writers. Because 
FYW courses often ask students to write in ways and on topics they’ve never considered 
before, getting additional outside writing help can be helpful for all students. Encourage 
students to visit the writing center early and often throughout the semester. Whether it’s 
for help brainstorming a way into their topic or help with final revisions on a major essay, 
many of our students report that their visit to the writing center was the best thing (outside 
of class) they could have done to help them succeed in First-Year Writing.

How Tutorials Work

All sessions are forty-five minutes. Students are welcome to drop in without making an 
appointment, but the center does get busy and might not always be available. To reserve an 
appointment, students should use the online scheduler at writingcenter.uconn.edu. Please 
don’t require students to use the writing center or offer extra credit to students who opt to 
use the center, but feel free to encourage students to take advantage of the tutorial process. 
Students can bring in papers at any stage of the writing process, from rough drafts (or even 
before they have a draft) to almost-ready-to-submit drafts; they can even bring in portfo-
lios at the end of the semester. Please note that the writing center is not a remedial space, 
nor is it an editing service. Underprepared writers benefit from individualized tutorials but 
so do high performing writers. The writing center’s aims run parallel to those of First-Year 
Writing: to encourage critical thinking and effective writing through dialogue and active 
learning.

After the session, the tutor will write a tutor note summing up the session and send it to 
the writer, and, if the writer requests, the tutor will also send the note to the instructor. 
These notes are helpful in many ways. First, it gives you an additional sense (outside of the 
writing itself) of what your student might be struggling with, thinking about, or focusing 
on as they draft and revise. These things can become conversation points in an individual 
conference with the student, or can help guide your evaluative response to the essay. Second, 
the notes can give insight into the strengths and weaknesses of your own assignments. If a 
student is struggling to understand what you are asking for, sometimes it’s because the 
assignment was too complicated or difficultly worded.
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Tutor Talks

Upon request, a tutor will visit your class to give a five-minute presentation describing what 
we do. This puts a human face on the writing center and encourages students to come. We 
recommend scheduling a tutor talk at the beginning of the semester or just before a paper 
is due. Follow the “request a tutor talk” link (http://writingcenter.uconn.edu/request-a-
tutor-talk/) on the writing center website to schedule a visit. 

First-Year Writing Supported Courses (ENGL 1010S)

FYW Supported courses are seminars with both a FYW instructor and a writing center 
fellow embedded in the course. The writing center fellow supplements classroom work by 
facilitating a 50-minute weekly writing workshop for small groups of students. The fellow 
plans these workshops in consultation with the instructor and writing center fellows coor-
dinator, but the instructor does not attend. In addition to leading small group sessions, the 
writing fellow is in the classroom for one class period per week. In-class, fellows model 
good classroom discussion and can help lead small-group workshops. If you are interested 
in teaching a 1010S course in the future, please talk to the Assistant Directors of First-Year 
Writing.
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on-caMPus resources for recreation and relaxation
• Coffee on Campus, http://www.uccafes.uconn.edu/

 » Wilbur’s (in Wilbur Cross Building)

 » The Beanery (in the Benton Art Museum)

 » The Chem Café (in Chemistry Building)

 » Bookworms (in Homer Babbidge Library)

 » Lu’s Café (in Family Studies Building)

 » Up & Atom (in Bio and Physics Building)

 » Starbucks in Storrs Commons

• Quiet Places

 » Graduate Lounge (in Student Union)

 » Homer Babbidge Library Quiet Floors (3rd, 4th)

 » Homer Babbidge Library Study Rooms (all floors)

• Food Stops

 » Campus, http://www.dining.uconn.edu/

• The Dairy Bar

• The Student Union

 » Chuck & Augie’s (restaurant style)

 » The Blue Cow (ice cream)

 » Subway

 » Panda Express

 » One Plate, Two Plate

 » Union Street Market (cafeteria style)

 » Kosher Kitchen in Gelfenbien Commons (dining hall)

 » Storrs, http://www.storrscenter.com/ 

• Sara’s Pockets (Mediterranean food), immediately off campus at 125 N. Eagleville 
Rd., Mansfield

• Randy’s Wooster Street Pizza, in Storrs Commons

• Oriental Cafe, in Storrs Commons

• Beverage Stops

 » Nathan Hale (on campus)
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 » Dog Lane Café (Storrs Center)

 » The Harp (Willimantic)

 » Main St./Willibrew (Willimantic)

 » Cafémantic (Willimantic)

 » Pub 32 (Storrs)

 » Bidwell Tavern (Coventry)
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Gender-Neutral Bathrooms

http://rainbowcenter.uconn.edu/index.php/resources/bathroomlist/

• Austin: Handicap, 1st floor

• Admissions/Tasker Building, 1st Floor, back hallway

• Arjona Building

 » 1st Floor, gender-specific single bathroom

 » 3rd Floor, gender-specific single bathroom

• Wilbur O. Atwater Laboratory (ATWR), next to room A-106

• Center for Undergraduate Education (CUE) Building, 1st Floor, Room RR1C, gen-
der-specific single bathroom

• Family Studies Building, 3rd floor

• Gentry building, all floors

• Koons Hall, ground floor and 3rd floor

• Laurel Hall, 1st floor

• Monteith Building, 1st and 3rd floor

• Oak Hall, 1st floor

• Storrs Hall, basement

• Student Health Services/Infirmary, next to Room 118 and across from Business Office

• Student Union, in the cultural centers

• United Technologies Engineering Building, 1st floor

• Wood Hall, basement
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selected university Policies
Disabilities

The University of Connecticut is committed to achieving equal educational and employment 
opportunity and full participation for persons with disabilities. It is the University’s policy 
that no qualified person be excluded from consideration for employment, participation in 
any University program or activity, be denied the benefits of any University program or 
activity, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination with regard to any University program 
or activity. This policy derives from the University’s commitment to nondiscrimination for 
all persons in employment, academic programs, and access to facilities, programs, activities, 
and services.

A person with a disability must be ensured the same access to programs, opportunities, and 
activities at the University as all others. Existing barriers, whether physical, programmatic, 
or attitudinal must be removed. Further, there must be ongoing vigilance to ensure that 
new barriers are not erected.

The University’s efforts to accommodate people with disabilities must be measured against 
the goal of full participation and integration. Services and programs to promote these 
benefits for people with disabilities shall complement and support, but not duplicate, the 
University’s regular services and programs.

Achieving full participation and integration of people with disabilities requires the coop-
erative efforts of all of the University’s departments, offices, and personnel. To this end, the 
University will continue to strive to achieve excellence in its services and to assure that its 
services are delivered equitably and efficiently to all of its members.

Anyone with questions regarding this policy is encouraged to consult the Office of Diver-
sity and Equity (ODE). The office is located in Wood Hall, Unit 2175, 241 Glenbrook 
Road, Storrs, Connecticut 06269-2175, telephone, 860-486-2943.

Diversity

For some fifty years, higher education has debated the meaning of diversity. The very first 
diversity goal, which arose from the civil rights movement, was to admit more minority 
students to colleges and universities. Later this goal was expanded to include retention and, 
later still, the recruitment of diverse faculty. Our current conception of diversity centers on 
creating an inclusive and equitable learning experience for our entire community.

The citizens of Connecticut form a mosaic of American life and, as the state’s flagship 
university, UConn must reflect that diversity in its community and values. At UConn, we 
believe that diversity enriches our learning environment, the strength of our workforce, and 
the lives of our entire community. As one of the nation’s premier institutions, it is our ob-
ligation to create the best possible educational environment for our students. Diversity in 
our community and educational offerings is therefore a requirement for fashioning such an 
environment.
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Diverse environments feature classrooms and initiatives in which instructors, staff, and 
students collaborate to value and support everyone and encourage all to express their views. 
It means regularly challenging our students by presenting them with meaningful interactions 
with fellow students, course materials, and experiences that promote greater levels of cog-
nitive complexity and relational abilities both within and outside the classroom. Although 
our mission as a higher education institution is to create an educated citizenry, valuing 
diversity does not mean indoctrinating students to a particular ideological perspective or 
belief system. To the contrary, we believe that the presence of a diverse learning environment 
will open our students to a range of new possibilities beyond the limits of their experience 
and education before their enrollment at UConn.

For more information on diversity issues at UConn, see http://www.diversity.uconn.edu/

Graduate Assistant Maternity Benefits

Any female graduate assistant who needs maternity leave will be granted a period equiva-
lent to that afforded to faculty. During this leave she will continue to receive her assistant-
ship stipend at the same appointment level. Currently the leave period is 6 weeks following 
natural childbirth and 8 weeks following childbirth by caesarian section. Further, her stipend 
support will be maintained during medically necessary leave prior to delivery upon receipt 
of a written order from her physician.

Following this period of time, the student will have to return to her duties or take unpaid 
personal leave. Note: while faculty and staff have the option of using accrued vacation or 
leave time through the FMLA, graduate assistants do not, since they do not accrue vacation 
time and are not eligible for FMLA-based leave.

If the student wishes to reduce her hours of appointment and her stipend following the 
maternity leave period to spend more time with her child, that outcome will be negotiated 
in good faith between her supervisor and herself. For example, a unit may be willing to 
reduce a 20 hour GA to 10 hours (the minimum to maintain health coverage) or to change 
her duties to provide further accommodation once the maternity leave period has been 
completed.

Another suggested best practice that can be followed under the right circumstances is that 
of banking extra hours in anticipation of extended leave. Under this scenario, a student may 
arrange to work more hours early in her pregnancy so that she may be able to have more 
time following the permitted medical leave period with no reduction in her stipend. This 
will be worked out with her supervisor and a memorandum of understanding filed with the 
appropriate offices. If the graduate student’s duties involve teaching, another appropriate 
arrangement is to share teaching duties with one or more other teaching assistants. Under 
this scenario the pregnant student would teach extra hours for those other students early 
in her pregnancy. The other students would then cover the pregnant student’s duties fol-
lowing her delivery and permitted maternity leave. In this way a student could be given 
additional leave time at no reduction in stipend level. Any such arrangement as mentioned 
in this paragraph is subject to approval of the unit head or his/her designee.
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Harassment

The University of Connecticut reaffirms that it does not condone harassment directed toward 
any person or group within its community—students, employees, or visitors. Every member 
of the University shall refrain from actions that intimidate, humiliate or demean persons 
or groups, or that undermine their security or self-esteem.

Harassment consists of abusive behavior directed toward an individual or group because of 
race, color, ethnicity, religious creed, age, sex, marital status, national origin, ancestry, sexual 
orientation, genetic information, physical or mental disabilities (including learning disabil-
ities, mental retardation, past/present history of a mental disorder), or prior conviction of a 
crime (or similar characteristic). The University (a) strictly prohibits making submission to 
harassment either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s employment, 
performance appraisal, or evaluation of academic performance; and (b) forbids harassment 
that has the effect of interfering with an individual’s performance or creating an intimidat-
ing, hostile, or offensive environment.

The University deplores behavior that denigrates others. All members of the University 
community are responsible for the maintenance of a social environment in which people 
are free to work and learn without fear of discrimination and abuse. The failure of manag-
ers at any level to remedy harassment violates this policy as seriously as that of the original 
discriminatory act.

Sexual harassment is defined as any unsolicited and unwanted sexual advance, or any other 
conduct of a sexual nature whereby (a) submission to these actions is made either explicit-
ly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s employment, performance appraisal, 
or evaluation of academic performance; or (b) these actions have the effect of interfering 
with an individual’s performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive environ-
ment.

Examples of sexual harassment in the work place may include all activities that attempt to 
extort sexual favors, inappropriate touching, suggestive comments, and public display of 
pornographic or suggestive calendars, posters, or signs. All forms of sexual harassment and 
discrimination are considered serious offenses by the University. Such behavior is particu-
larly offensive when power relationships are involved.

The University strongly discourages romantic and sexual relationships between faculty and 
student or between supervisor and employee even when such relationships appear, or are 
believed to be, consensual. The lines of power and authority that exist between the parties 
may undermine freedom of choice.

Graduate students serving as teaching assistants are well advised to exercise special care in 
their relationships with students whom they instruct and evaluate as a power differential 
clearly exists although teaching assistants do not hold faculty appointments.

Any person who believes that she or he is being harassed or otherwise subjected to discrim-
ination because of race, color, ethnicity, religious creed, age, sex, marital status, national 
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origin, ancestry, sexual orientation, genetic information, physical or mental disabilities 
(including learning disabilities, mental retardation, past/present history of a mental disor-
der), or prior conviction of a crime (or similar characteristic), is encouraged to consult the 
Office of Diversity and Equity (ODE). The office is located in Wood Hall, Unit 2175, 241 
Glenbrook Road, Storrs, Connecticut 06269-2175; telephone, 860-486-2943.

Complaints against students are governed by the provisions of the Student Conduct Code 
rather than this policy. Any such complaints should be directed to the Office of the Dean 
of Students, Wilbur Cross Building, Room 202, 233 Glenbrook Road, Unit 4062, Storrs, 
CT 06269-4062; telephone (860) 486-3426. Any person who believes he or she is a victim 
of, or witness to, a crime motivated by bigotry or bias should report it to the University of 
Connecticut Police Department at (860) 486-4800, located at 126 North Eagleville Road, 
Unit 3070, Storrs, CT 06269-3070.

Other sources of information include the Women’s Center, the Office of the Dean of 
Students, the Simons African-American Cultural Center, the International Center, the 
Puerto Rican/Latin American Cultural Center, the Center for Students with Disabilities, 
the Asian-American Cultural Center, and the Rainbow Center.

Each office and person involved in advising complainants of sources of assistance must avoid 
comments that might dissuade victims from pursuing their rights or constitute threats of 
reprisal. Such behavior in itself is discriminatory and is a violation of this policy.

http://policy.uconn.edu/pages/findPolicy.cfm?PolicyID=259

Sexual Assault Response Policy

The safety of all members of the University Community is of the highest importance to all 
of us. Sexual assault and intimate partner violence1 contravene the mission and values of 
our academic community, and are a violation of the law and of the University’s Codes of 
Conduct. The University is committed to offering services to support and assist victims of 
sexual assault. Perpetrators may be subject to campus and/or employment discipline, up to 
and including dismissal, as well as law enforcement action. For more information related 
to this policy, contact the University’s Title IX Coordinator, Elizabeth Conklin, at (860) 
486-2943, 241 Glenbrook Road, Wood Hall, Unit 4175, Storrs, CT, 06269-4175, titleix@
uconn.edu.

This policy is designed to assist University employees in responding to reports of sexual 
assault. It seeks to promote a timely and comprehensive response to known sexual assaults, 
including providing information to victims about medical treatment and support services. 
The policy also seeks to promote a safe campus environment and, where appropriate, to 
facilitate disciplinary processes and foster involvement of law enforcement officials in 
conformity with applicable laws and regulations.

Any employee, except those who are empowered by law to maintain confidentiality as set 
forth below (see “Confidential Resource Options” below), who witnesses or receives a report 
of sexual assault, must report the incident (including the date, time, and location of the 
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incident, the date the incident was reported to you, and the identities of the victim and, if 
disclosed, the alleged perpetrator) as soon as possible to the Office of Diversity and Equity: 
(860) 486-2943 (Storrs); (860) 679-3563 (UConn Health).3

While it is your responsibility to report the information you receive, it is not your respon-
sibility to investigate what is reported to you. University officials within the appropriate 
offices will determine the appropriate next steps, including ensuring that victims have been 
made aware of available on and off campus resources. While efforts will be made to protect 
the privacy of the victim, the University retains the discretion to disclose a victim’s identi-
ty to the appropriate officials if it is determined that such disclosure is prudent to protect 
the safety of the University community. If the alleged perpetrator is an employee, the Office 
of Faculty and Staff Labor Relations will be notified. As a result, you may inform the victim 
that your conversation is private but not confidential.

A victim who wishes to discuss the assault confidentially may contact a designated Sexual 
Assault Counselor, including, for Storrs campus students, the Sexual Assault Crisis Center 
of Eastern Connecticut (24-hour hotline: 860-456-2789), and the Hartford Region Sexual 
Assault Crisis Program (24 hour Hotline: (860) 522-6666) (statewide list included online: 
www.sexualviolence.uconn.edu).

Confidential assistance is also available within Student Health Services (including Coun-
seling & Mental Health Services).4

In addition to the resources available both on and off campus (comprehensive listing at 
www.sexualviolence.uconn.edu), victims are encouraged to report sexual violence and in-
timate partner violence to the UConn Police (860) 486-4800 (Storrs), (860) 679-2121 
(UConn Health); and the Office of Diversity and Equity (860) 486-2943 (Storrs), (860) 
679-3563 (UConn Health). Victims can choose whether to identify themselves in making 
such reports. A victim who directly reports a sexual assault has the opportunity to be in 
control of the situation and may feel a greater sense of empowerment. Direct reporting also 
can be important for the safety of the entire University community. Victims have the right 
to report assaults to campus authorities without further participation in the process. A 
victim can choose to initiate action through law enforcement and/or the University disci-
plinary process. Victims should understand, however, that by choosing to not participate 
in the University disciplinary process, the response of the University may be limited. 

For further guidance, Attachment A provides a non-exhaustive list of suggested assistance 
actions you may consider taking if a sexual assault is reported to you. In addition, www.
sexualviolence.uconn.edu provides a comprehensive list of resources for victims of sexual 
violence, intimate partner violence, and stalking. You are encouraged to refer any victim 
who reports to you to www.sexualviolence.uconn.edu, as the resources listed there include 
personnel who have been specifically trained to respond to victims of sexual assault.
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Attachment A

Non-Exhaustive List of Suggested Assistance Actions

• Assess the victim’s need for immediate medical attention. Offer to accompany the victim 
to Student Health Services or to UConn Police, either of which can arrange transport 
to the Emergency Room if needed or desired.

• If immediate medical attention is not required or desired, provide the victim with a 
comfortable environment in which to discuss the situation (considering the victim’s 
needs for safety and privacy).

• Mention to the victim the importance of preserving physical evidence.

• Explain as early as possible within your conversation that while your conversation will 
be private (will not be shared unnecessarily with others), it will not be confidential (will 
not be shared without the express consent of the parties to the conversation). Explain 
that confidential counseling is available through Student Health Services on campus 
and the Sexual Assault Crisis Center of Eastern Connecticut or other local sexual assault 
crisis centers off campus (Contact information contained online:

• www.sexualviolence.uconn.edu).

• Share the attached list of resources (www.sexualviolence.uconn.edu) with the victim 
and, if you are able, offer to accompany the victim to whatever resources the victim 
chooses to utilize.

• Do not suggest that the matter could be mediated between the victim and the alleged 
perpetrator.

• Offer to assist the victim in finding someone to accompany them to whatever resourc-
es the victim chooses to utilize.

• Offer to assist the victim in reporting the sexual assault to appropriate authorities on 
campus and in the community. The victim may report the sexual assault to the UConn 
Police (860) 486-4800 (Storrs), (860) 679-2121 (UConn Health); and/or the Office of 
Diversity and Equity (860) 486-2943 (Storrs), (860) 679-3563 (UConn Health).

[1] For purposes of this policy, “sexual assault,” in addition to rape, includes unwanted 
physical contact with the intimate parts of a person’s body for purposes of sexual gratifica-
tion, humiliation or degradation. The genders of the alleged victim and alleged perpetrator 
are irrelevant. (See Chapter 952, Connecticut General Statutes). “Intimate partner violence” 
means any physical or sexual harm against an individual by a current or former spouse of 
or person in a dating relationship with such individual that results from any action by such 
spouse or such person that may be classified as a sexual assault, stalking, or domestic violence 
as defined by Connecticut law. This policy supplements, but does not replace, University 
policies on sexual harassment and state law governing mandated reporters of child abuse 
as codified in Connecticut General Statutes §17a-101, et seq.
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[2] While this requirement does not apply to students who are employed on the Student 
Payroll, certain student employees may have reporting obligations not addressed by this 
policy if they are deemed a “Campus Security Authority” (CSA) by the University.

[3] Nothing in this policy prevents an employee from also reporting this information to the 
UConn Police: (860) 486-4800 (Storrs), (860) 679-2121 (UConn Health).

[4] A limited number of University employees have the ability under state law to offer 
confidentiality and not disclose communications with a victim. Typically, these are clinical 
employees who work within the Office of Counseling and Mental Health Services within 
the Division of Student Affairs or UConn Health and include: (1) licensed marital and 
family therapists; (2) licensed social workers; (3) licensed professional counselors; (4) licensed 
psychologists; (5) psychiatrists licensed as physicians and substantially acting as psychiatrists; 
and (6) physicians and other medical professionals acting within a medical professional/
patient relationship, including those recognized by the Privacy Rule of the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). In addition, the University has exempted a 
very limited number of employees from the requirement to report under SARP, including 
medical personnel working within Student Health Services.

In addition, members of the UConn Police Department are not required to identify the 
victim if doing so would violate Connecticut General Statutes, section 54-86e. However, 
the professionals listed herein should remain cognizant of their legal and ethical responsi-
bility to share information when necessary to prevent harm to the patient, client, or others 
within the University community. Additionally, if any of the professionals listed herein 
learn of a sexual assault outside the scope of their employment as a medical professional, 
social worker, therapist, or member of the police department, they are required to disclose 
the information to the Office of Diversity and Equity.

[5] As noted in this policy, a limited exception to this rule exists for certain categories of 
professionals who, by virtue of state law, are cloaked with the ability to promise confiden-
tiality.
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The Ethics of Scholarship [Student Version]
Any text is woven entirely with citations, references, echoes, cultural languages, which cut 
across it through and through in a vast stereophony. The citations that go to make up a text are 
anonymous, untraceable, and yet already read; they are quotations without inverted commas. 
The kernel, the soul—let us go further and say the substance, the bulk, the actual and valuable 
material of all human utterances—is plagiarism. For substantially all ideas are secondhand, 
consciously and unconsciously drawn from a million outside sources, and daily used by the 
garnerer with a pride and satisfaction born of the superstition that he originated them; whereas 
there is not a rag of originality about them anywhere except the little discoloration they get 
from his mental and moral caliber and temperament, and which is revealed in characteristics 
of phrasing. Old and new make the warp and woof of every moment. There is no thread that 
is not a twist of these two strands. By necessity, by proclivity, and by delight, we all quote. 
Neurological study has lately shown that memory, imagination, and consciousness itself are 
stitched, quilted, pastiched. If we cut-and-paste ourselves, might we not forgive it of our 
artworks? —Jonathan Lethem, “The Ecstacy of Influence”

We don’t write in a vacuum; rather, our writing is always in relation to what others have 
thought, said, and writ. If everything we can say comes out of what others have already 
said, why are we so hung up on whether we always document where our ideas are from? 
While our work emerges from the work of others, as Jonathan Lethem argues above, in the 
academy we share the list of invitees with our readers. While our words come from engage-
ment with others, we do not present the work of others as our own, as replacements for our 
thoughts and the words we commit to a document. For some, using the words of others is 
a way of making up for what we see as a lapse in our own strengths (whether our weakness-
es are in ideas, or understanding, or in generating the number of words an assignment re-
quires). Following this logic, relying heavily on the work of others (and not sharing our 
sources with readers) is often attributed to 

• not feeling like you have anything to say;

• not understanding why one would want/need to quote, document, and cite materials;

• not feeling like you understand what the writing prompt asks of you (or not feeling in 
control of the ideas and/or vocabulary you are being asked to deploy);

• not feeling like you have enough to say (or, sometimes, that you’ve said it well enough, 
so why do you have to say more?);

• not caring about the issue or topic or course, so why put in so much work when you 
don’t care? 

• and the certainty that your unacknowledged use of others’ works won’t be discovered, 
or that your readers don’t care, or that your readers are naïve or not very well read.

While many of these reasons might apply to any instance of writing-that-is-not-your-writ-
ing, there’s more to the problems of how we represent our own ideas in relation to those of 
others, and those problems boil down to how you approach what you read, what you’ve have 
been told you’re supposed to convey in your writing, and why you write at all. 
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Quick Reflection

Take some time to write all the reasons that you have been asked to write for high school and 
college classes. What do instructors expect you to say through your writing for a course? How 
do you know what to say? Where is that knowledge supposed to come from? How are you 
supposed to convey that knowledge? 

The burden of producing something new is one of scale: if you believe that you, as writer, 
must say something that is True and Revolutionary, something that no one will be able to 
add to or question, ever, then you may well find yourself overwhelmed. Yet, most advanced 
writers know that all written work engages in a provisional, context-specific conversation, 
one in which the facts, the theories, and even the voices might change. You may have been 
conditioned to approach the work of reading and writing with some of these myths in mind:  

1. Everything you read is authorized—it was published, after all—and therefore true.

2. (Yet, in contradiction to that) Everything written is either right or wrong.

3. If you write something “original,” it is “ just your opinion” and because everyone is 
entitled to an opinion, you are, too. Therefore, you are always right … to yourself. 

4. If you write, it has to at least read as though you are the unquestionable Expert of All 
the Things. 

5. At the same time, and in contradiction to your role as Expert of All the Things, you 
are charged with collecting and synthesizing what authorities have said. At best, you 
get to take a side that has already been established. 

6. Research is a process of predicting and confirming results.

7. Citation and documentation inoculate you against suspicious readers. 

Like most myths, these propositions have some basis in fact, but those facts (or primary 
concepts) have gotten lost in a game of authority and skepticism.  Counters to  the numbered 
assumptions or myths above: 

1. Academic work—articles and books written by scholars and recognized experts—gen-
erally goes through a process of peer review, in which others trained in the area of 
expertise read the essay to determine whether the work should be published. So, it is 
“authorized,” but keep in mind that we all have assumptions that guide our work, and 
those assumptions may make us miss things, gloss over other things. It is extremely 
difficult to reproduce study results, which makes visible how context-driven studies and 
results are; as such, the results are provisional, contingent on the factors in play at the 
time of the study.  There is “trustworthy” work, but trustworthiness is rooted in the 
credibility of the writer and the context of the writing (which includes why the author 
is writing this; what the writer’s investment [particularly financial] is in the issues, 
audience, and sponsoring entity; what the writer stands to gain; whom the writer appeals 
to as trustworthy sources; whether other scholars and experts cite this author’s work; 
how dated the work is; and, among other things, who has vetted the work). 
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2. There’s right, there’s wrong, there’s “partially right” and “partially wrong,” there’s “right 
in this situation, but not in another,” and so on. In terms of human endeavor, seeing 
anything as “absolutely and forever right” is wrongheaded.  

3. If everyone is entitled to an opinion, then how can there be “right” and “wrong”? The 
assertion “it’s my opinion; that’s just your opinion” can lead to the worse kind of cul-
tural relativism. All too often the words “it’s my opinion” and “everyone is entitled to 
an opinion” are used as defenses for work that lacks reason and research. It may be one’s 
opinion that a stereotype is true, but on further examination, reflection, and research, 
a stereotype reveals itself to be an invested point of view with a clear agenda. 

4. The credible writer acknowledges limitations seeks to open further conversation rather 
than to shut down further inquiry.

5. Rather than taking an already established side in a polemic debate, you’ll spend time 
in the UConn FYW looking for those places where you can establish your own take 
on an issue or conversation, or find ways to change the terms of the conversation and 
open new ways of thinking about the issues. 

6. “Research” that confirms the hypothesis isn’t the stuff of an essay; it’s a demonstration 
of work you—and others—have already done.  We encourage you to do more in your 
writing than show us you read what other people have said.

7. While citation is usually presented as merely a way to mark the line between your 
writing and others’ work, and as a hedge against plagiarism or sloppy scholarship, it 
does far more than offer an assurance of trustworthiness and credibility. In FYW, we 
use the work of others to do more than validate our assertions or serve as a foil against 
which to argue; rather, we put the others’ work into use, engaging with other writers’ 
ideas and words. Put another way, 

think of citation as an opportunity to demonstrate what you can do with the words of others. 
To cite sources is to bring other voices, other approaches, and other ideas into your work. It 
provides the material for you to carry on a conversation with writes whose work you find 
compelling. While you may have experience using sources at the object of analysis … or to supply 
background information, citation can serve your writing in a variety of other ways. It can 
contribute key ideas or concepts, provide positions or arguments to grapple with, or shift the 
direction of the conversation. 

—Richard E. Miller and Ann Jurecic, Habits of the Creative Mind, p. 119

the terMs of ethical scholarshiP in a Writing 
course

Documentation: Practice of acknowledging sources and sharing the source information 
with the reader. 

Citation: When you use a specific source in your own work, you quote, summarize, “render,” 
or otherwise “make use” of the material and include the bibliographic information in an 
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appropriate format (form MLA Style, a “Works Cited” page). For our courses, students 
briefly note the source at the end of the quotation using “parenthetical citation” and include 
the full bibliographic information in a “Works Cited” page. 

Reference: The bibliographic information for a given source. 

reflecting on the ethics of scholarshiP 
Kelly McBride, a resident “ethicist” at the Poynter Institute, an organization that serves as 
both a think-tank and educational institution for journalism, argues that the discipline of 
journalism “doesn’t have a plagiarism problem; it has an originality problem”: 

We have no way of knowing whether, proportionally, there’s more plagiarism in journalism 
today than there was 20 years ago. But we do know that commentators now work in very 
different circumstances. It used to be that local columnists used the phone and their feet. They 
spent time out of the office, just like their reporter colleagues. They went to the bar, the barber-
shop, the local college, the courtroom.

Why? Because, that’s where ideas took shape. Talking and thinking, thinking and talking, 
then trying it out on the keyboard. That’s how writers write.

Sometimes, the work was good; more often, it was mediocre. Sometimes, editors sent it back. 
Whatever the quality, the ideas belonged to the columnist, informed by her reporting and research 
but grown in the writer’s head.

Read McBride’s article in full and, in light of her arguments, spend about 30 minutes in 
which you consider how student writers write. 

1. Spend about 45 minutes reflecting in writing about how students negotiate the demands 
of writing assignments and the force of their own ideas. In our writing seminars, where 
and how are your ideas to take shape? How do the practices for and assumptions about 
writing in this seminar differ from the writing you’ve done previously? How is writing 
for school different from writing for a profession, and how do those compare to the 
ethics of journalistic writing? How will your practices change so that you might focus 
on approaching others’ ideas and presenting your own ideas? What does it take to avoid 
“an originality problem”?  

2. Spend about 45 minutes comparing what’s at stake in ethical reporting (public, jour-
nalism) and in ethical writing in the classroom. 

Working on reading With Writing 
1. Return to the selection from [insert name and author of the WoR essay read for class] 

and reread it with an eye toward where the writer has incorporated ideas, facts, words, 
and approaches of other writers. Mark those moments in the text and then take 20 
minutes to make a list that classifies each of those moments (what type of use has [the 
writer, e.g., Rodriguez] made of these sources). 
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2. Then, using an app like Intermind, create a map or genealogy of ideas, facts, words, 
and approaches in [the writer’s] work. 

a. Spend 30 minutes writing about where the writer COULD have gone had s/he 
developed use of a source a little differently, following a different path on your map.

or

b. Find one of the sources that [the writer] uses and read it [or a selection of it]. 
Write for 30 minutes to suggest ways that evidence you found in the full text might 
complicate the writer’s argument.

3. Mark where the author of the selected reading has used a source to (a) complicate 
conventional wisdom or the accepted way of looking at a question or issue and (b) helps 
the writer approach the issue in a new way (from a different angle). After marking and 
annotating, share with your small group what you found; compile a list with explanations 
for how the writer was able to complicate the work or to come at the issues from an 
entirely different angle. Divide the group and have 2-3 (assuming a group of 4-5) write 
for 20 minutes on one instance where the writer able to do these things in ways worth 
emulating (and how one might emulate it). The other 2-3 students would respond to 
where was the writer unable to make the source do the work s/he/they wanted it to do 
(and why)? Compare notes and then share with the class. 

4. Write for 30 minutes about how the author engages in a kind of conversation with other 
writers. How does the writer develop [his/her] own ideas in relation to those of others? 
How is the way this author engages with sources different from the way that you have 
used sources in the past? How might you use some of this author’s strategies and tech-
niques for engaging with other writers in your own work?

situating yourself in a conversation
1. Review the Student Code regarding Academic Misconduct, and then do a Google search 

for “Honor Code” and “Academic Misconduct.” Review other university’s practices and 
select at least three different ways of encouraging academic integrity at different insti-
tutions. Spend 20 minutes writing about what’s at stake for students, for instructors, 
and for these institutions when it comes to academic integrity? What do you believe 
college campuses should do to better support and encourage academic integrity? 

2. Read carefully the following article on college newspapers’ responses to plagiarism 
among their staff writers, “Should Student Newspapers Name Fabulists and Plagiarists?” 
Write for 20 minutes about what you think the response to student newspaper plagia-
rism should be. What do you see as the relationship between plagiarism on a student 
newspaper and plagiarism in a college course? Should the names students who plagia-
rize or cheat at UConn be published in the Daily Campus? 

3. A French historian (and cultural theorist), Michel Foucault, argued what is called re-
pression usually reveals “a veritable discursive explosion” (1.17). In some ways, this 
explosion of talk and writing about what should not be talked about teaches the subject 
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rather than explaining the reasons for the interdiction. When teachers, writers, students 
discuss ethics of their work, “plagiarism” and “academic misconduct” come up. Use 
about 30 minutes to run a quick “Google Scholar” search on the terms “plagiarism” and 
“academic misconduct.” What’s the “discursive explosion” around those terms? Can all 
this talk about those terms in fact enable the production of plagiarism and academic 
misconduct? How? If both staying silent about the issues and talking about the issues 
are not effective, what might that suggest about the ethics of authorship? 

4. For a researched writing project you are working on, answer this question for each of 
the sources you hope to use: “What work do I want these words or ideas to do for my 
reader?” (Habits of the Creative Mind 120). Create an annotated bibliography that includes 
your response to that question for each of the references.

revising ethically
Find a piece of “patchwriting” and the original from which it has been taken. Spend 20 
minutes noting what types of changes the patchwriter has made and how the writer has 
“used” the original’s ideas. 

1. What does the use (representing as one’s own) do to the patchwriter’s original ideas? 
Why did they patchwrite? 

2. Then, discuss ways that the patchwriter might have instead used the other writer’s ideas 
to set up or further their own ideas rather than presenting them as his or her own. 

coPyright and fair use
Take a look at the policies on the Homer Babbidge Library regarding “Copyright” at the 
University of Connecticut (it applies to educational institutions and scholarly work). After 
you read the page, take about 15 minutes to write down some thoughts about how you 
would like your own intellectual property protected. 

Now look up the site for the Creative Commons, “a global nonprofit organization that enables 
sharing and reuse of creativity and knowledge through the provision of free legal tools.” 

Together with a group (it is an organization devoted to sharing, after all, so collaboration 
here seems important), and discuss the following with your group mates: how is the CC 
able to exist when there are all those rules about copyright and fair use (you can define those 
terms by reading the HBL pages on copyright and fair use as well as the CC policies on 
“Fair Use”)? How does CC manage to promote sharing “creativity and knowledge” when 
they still must abide by copyright laws in various countries?  Consider, too, what policies 
and laws surprised you, and which seem too limit expression (and why)? 

After you’ve discussed the workings of CC, spend about 20 minutes writing about the limits 
and possibilities that the CC site provides for students, teachers, researchers, and writers 
more generally.
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Nancy Sommers and Us: “Responding to Student Writing”
The following remarks are developed (and often quoted) from Nancy Sommers’ essay 
“Responding to Student Writing,” an essay that grew out of research done analyzing faculty 
comments on student essays.1 

• If the feedback is something that you could cut-and-paste into another—or several—
other essays, then, as Nancy Sommers remarks, they “are not anchored in the particu-
lars of the students’ texts, but rather are a series of vague directives that are not text 
specific” (152). Comments need to attend to the meaning of the work, rather than simply 
the “accidents of discourse” (151).

• Be aware of “taking students’ attention away from from their own purposes in writing 
a particular text and focus that attention on the teachers’ purpose for commenting,” 
which often ends up being the gatekeeper of correctness and arbiter of ideal form (149). 

• When you comment primarily on errors (usage, diction, grammar, style, punctuation) 
on a draft, you’ve effectively told the student that the text is a static object only in need 
of some editing. Feedback that asks questions directed at the meaning of the text, on 
the other hand, reinforce that meaning is a process and first drafts are “invention drafts” 
(151).

• If you edit a paragraph (or mark the errors in some way) but also note that the paragraph 
needs “development” you’ve handed the student two tasks in direct conflict with one 
another that they cannot resolve. If you ask a question or suggest that the whole para-
graph change, then the student won’t need to editing the existing.

• Feedback on a first draft should focus on “registering questions”; noting your confusion 
about the meaning at particular points; highlighting places where more research, con-
sideration, and thinking might go; pointing out moments in which students could 
unpack ideas more or add more information, ideas, other voices (155). 

• There’s a profound irony visible in writing a vague, reproducible comment when we are 
also asking the student to be specific, concrete, detailed. 

Vague comments you are probably familiar with: “develop,” “less summary, more analysis,” 
“vague,” “unclear,” “examples needed,” “support needed,” “weak,” “good,” “support?”

1 Sommers, Nancy. “Responding to Student Writing.” CCC 33.2 (May 1982): 148-156. 
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In Place of Reading Quizzes
I can see why one might have quizzes, but I’d like to steer you away from those because a 
quiz focuses the response to a text on content rather than on writing. I’d rather have students 
write more. I get that they may need some, ahem, motivation, but I don’t think just spitting 
back facts from the reading will get them thinking about how the piece is written, what it’s 
trying to do, and so on.  

Here’s what I do—have students write in response to a passage I pick out from the text (I 
type out a passage with a request for a particular “response”); I collect those and either do 
the check-plus, check, check-minus system, or write notes if I have time or if I think I need 
to say something important (all this is in fact much easier with 15 students rather than 22). 
I usually just ask one question alongside the passage, but these are some things I might ask 
on a “Passage Response”:  

[thinly veiled content questions]

• What is the writer trying to say about X [filling in the “x” with some key concept]?

• What “critical vocabulary” is the writer using in this passage?  

[“rhetorical situation” questions]

• How would you characterize the audience for this piece? How do you know that (cite from 
the passage key words or phrases that suggest what audience the author is trying to reach)? 

• What sort of situation/longstanding argument/condition has prompted this author to 
create this piece? How do you know that (cite from the passage)? 

• What is the wider cultural context of this author’s work? How is s/he addressing it in 
this passage? Cite from the passage. 

[who is saying what? this is one I use frequently because students often think that unless 
they see quotation marks then all those words are authentic representations of what the 
author was trying to convey.] 

• What type of role is the author playing [most of these needs some priming before 
throwing these questions in? With this question I’m asking them to tell me some-
thing about the character or “subject position” the writer has tried to create. This can 
include guiding them to say things like ‘the writer is being skeptical of Rodriquez’s 
claim that assimilation is just [complete the sentence]. They’d have to suggest what in 
the passage makes them say that the writer is being skeptical. 

In the passage below, the author uses [indirect discourse] to let you know about another 
person’s approach or aims. Write a brief paragraph in which you explain the ideas the author 
claims as his or hers AND differentiate those from another person’s argument that the 
author is engaging with.  

Other things you can do:

Give students a passage of writing to copyedit (after you teach them some copyediting 
skills—which is totally useful in the context of work they are writing/their peers are writing).
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Now What? Reverse Peer Review
• You’ve read all the commentary your group has offered on your draft, so now what do 

you do? Use a separate sheet (or open a document file) to respond to the following:

• Which comments will help you change the way you’ve written your project? 

• What did their feedback help you see in your work—in terms of your lines of thought—
that you had not seen previously?

• Now that you’ve received feedback from your writing group, in-class peer review, draft 
workshops, what are your plans for reworking your project? 

• Which pieces of commentary will you not use? Why? 

• Which comments suggest productive lines of thought but moved the project in a dif-
ferent direction? 

• Select one of the pieces of commentary that would have moved your paper in a differ-
ent direction and briefly speculate on where your project would have gone had you 
decided to use that piece of commentary. How would this speculative project be differ-
ent from your own—in terms of the lines of thought? 

• Which pieces of commentary seemed to have been offered because the reader wasn’t 
sure of what you were trying to do? What is it about your writing at that juncture that 
made it difficult for the reader to follow? How might you address the fact that the reader 
was confused by something in your project even if you won’t be using the substance of 
their commentary? 

• What is the very next thing you are going to tackle?2

2 In a 1935 Esquire magazine article, Ernest Hemingway shares that he stops his writing 
for the day knowing exactly what he will write the next morning.


